ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT
-Guide / DriverThese guidelines are designed to ensure the Driver / Guide uphold the principles, regulations
and protection of the National Parks, Forestry, Conservation and Historical Park property,
recreational 4 wheel drivers and property owners to ensure the passengers have a safe,
relaxing and memorable tour and that property remains the same for the future.
Conducting this tour acknowledges your agreement to the below guidelines stating you the
driver / guide fully understand and comply with the statement at all times whilst operating
under the name of Tiger Adventure Tour Tasmania. Failure to comply may result in a review of
employment or assessment of the conditions that resulted in malpractice.

Driver / Guide Impact Statement

Tiger Adventure Tours Tasmania is licensed to operate within the Tasmanian National Parks,
Conservation Parks, Historical Parks, Forestry zoning and public non sealed tracks, and
practices minimal environmental impact whilst on tour. Due to the remote location and
nature of our tours we ask our Driver / Guide’s to adhere to and practice the following
guidelines:
1. Practice safe defensive driving at all times.
2. Consider yours and the group’s safety at all times.
3. Adhere to the Passengers Transport Service Act 2011.
4. Adhere to the CVS guidelines and signage set by Parks & Wildlife Services, historical
parks, Forestry zones and conservation land.
5. Do not use excessive acceleration.
6. Keep noise to a minimal so that wildlife are encouraged and not disturbed.
7. Use UHF radio communication when entering and exiting National Park tracks and all
other public recreational tracks.
8. Any equipment and rubbish taken into parks and on tour must remain with the vehicle
until such time where as a rubbish disposal unit is available.
9. Drive only on provided designated tracks and do not create your own clearway.
10. Do not light ﬁres other than where provided designated ﬁre pits are available.
These guidelines are designed to ensure the Driver / Guide uphold the principle above to
ensure the sustainability for all passengers enjoying a safe, relaxing and memorable tour.
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